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The following allows for  contemporary discernment  of our day.  Obviously, some details are  NOT
included in the data that follows  BUT  some of our other  sources (below)  are mentioned which do  
indeed fill in crucial specifics concerning  what’s next.  

The  ax  is  presently alive  on the earth today. Active  players  highlighted here: 
  

The restrainer will be removed (if He hasn’t  ax   =   antichrist
already been so), allowing the  ax  to push  further   restrainer   =   God’s Spirit
preparations  for his public (global) efforts. 10 kings   =   kings of Daniel 7
 & Revelation 17
The  removal of the restrainer  will not necessarily be  tax imposer   =   of Daniel 11
the  going public  of the man of lawlessness.  He can
be in the background (preparing) between the time the Today, the  ax  continues to prepare 
restrainer is removed and the time he becomes more for his unveiling, only doing so
public (that is, his début).    in the background.

The 10 kings will be discerned by some  or  publically recognized by most.
 

 *  These two events will  confirm
*  The tax imposer will precede the début of the  ax ...     the début of the  ax.  That he has
*  The little horn will  take out  3 of the 10 kings.      come will, in the unfolding of these
     two events, be clear.  (At this time
He will then rally the world in support of himself     we will also  absolutely know  the
and his global agendas.  (exalt himself; rebel against      Pre-Trib Rapture view is wrong, 
God; persecute God’s people, the Jews and Christians)     though deceptive appeals will seek
     to negate this reality.)

He will, as his reception/favor grows, make a covenant This time brings  urgency
with many for one week – 7 years.  See  our chart  as to because the events are tied
what this covenant will  bring on.  Also refer to this chart to  eternally significant 
and to the material on our  theRaptureGathering.org   concerns.  Yes, one’s eternal
site for clarity as to what’s next on the prophetic time table.   state is effected by what takes
Also see our  What’s coming next, biblically speaking place during these days.  This 
handout. is NOT an insignificant matter!

Chronological  flow  (clearly, the line-specific events below are  not  proportional  in time)  … 

          | | | |                       | 
     
    The  ax The  restrainer              The  ax             The Daniel 9:27                   The  War
     is born             is removed.  NB:    goes  public            covenant occurs                    Against
              Though he does     the Saints
              not necessary go        begins
             public at this time 

       The “tribulation”   Note:  The  “Great  
         of Mt. 24:9-14   Tribulation”  does   
       begins to unfold. NOT  begin until the
               (early eschatological     latter  part of the
           tribulation)             War Against the Saints.

http://www.truthfoundations.org/1c1.pdf
http://www.therapturegathering.org
http://www.truthfoundations.org/1cio38.pdf

